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The idea of a limited list of the objects - 
candidates for SETI-monitoring



  

The Kardashev scale

 A Type I civilization — can control the energy on the scale 
   which reaches its planet from its parent star 
   or somewhat less.
  We are sure that such civilizations exist - 
  the Earth civilization is an example.
  
 A Type II civilization — can control the energy on the scale 
   of its planet's parent star.
  Nobody can be sure that such civilizations exist.
  Signs of such civilizations expected like huge  
  astroengineering designs that were not observed yet.
  
 A Type III civilization — can control the energy on the scale 
   of its entire host galaxy.
  A hypothetical case. "Cosmic miracles" are expected
  but did not confirmed yet.
  
  The most clear scientific problem is to find other type I
  civilizations, since we are sure that they may in principle exist.

  In constructing the strategy of search, let suppose
  that we should find a message from type I civilization.



  

 Suppose we try to find powerful beacon signal from a type I civilization -
   a signal to attract attention.

 Type I civilization can not transmit continuously omnidirectional
   powerful beacon signal due to energetic limitations. 

 Type I civilization can not transmit continuously narrow directional
   signals to about one million needed targets.

 Type I civilization can only scan star by star or direction by direction 
   by a powerful beacon signal. 

Kardashev type I civilization search

1. Any potential recipient of a beacon signal should expect only relatively
   short portions of the signal from a star with a type I civilization, 
   separated by a long periods of silence.

2. If some star - a SETI candidate was observed even very carefully, 
   with a high-sensitivity instrument, but only once, and an artificial signal 
   from the candidate has not been detected, then a conclusion that the star 
   is not a host for a communicative civilization may not be drawn. 



  

A limited list strategy

The ideal strategy of SETI search:

To monitor each SETI-candidate (of ~105 candidates within 1kpc) 
permanently or to monitor continuosly all directions. 
It is technically impossible yet. 

A reasonable compromise: 

To monitor a limited list of SETI candidates periodically,  
many times for each candidate, and as frequently as it is possible.

The advantages of this compromise:

 It is possible to obtain a limit to the maximal duration 
of a single aliens message for each candidate: 
It is the maximal time gap between single successive 
watching of the candidate. 

 It is possibile to accumulate signal for many subsequent 
observations of the same object to detect a weak signal 
that can not be detected in a single observation -
improvement the sensitivity. 



  

RATAN-600 radiotelescope
and the operation modes
to implement the strategy

of limited list



  

Limited SETI objects list based program was started 
in 2015 on RATAN-600 telescope in Russia.

RATAN-600 is the largest in diameter radio telescope of reflector type



  

Reflector: 576 m diameter, 895 elements 
11.4 m in height and 2 m in width

Altitude 970 m

Wave lengths
      1.38  1.4 cm
      2.68  2.7 cm
      6.25  6.3 cm

The operation mode used:

Three-mirror system. The linear plane mirror 
reflects the waves to the south sector of the 
ring, which in turn focuses on a cylindrical 
secondary mirror and onto the receivers 
(Periscope mirror system of Kraus-type)

Operated as a transit telescope

Since 1974 in operation

See for details: https://www.sao.ru/hq/CG/cold/part2.htm

Linear plane
mirror

south sector

secondary
mirror

Antenna pattern is fixed,
signal recorded when the source
goes though the antenna pattern



  

Linear
mirror Secondary

mirror

Radiometers

6.3 cm

2.7 cm 1.4 cm

Feed horns of «Eridan-2»



  

Observations in “continuum” mode:
a search for powerful broadband beacons1

1The bandwidth of the signal expected to be greater than or of the order of 
    the receiver bandwith.



  

Selection criteria and objects of the limited list

1) Sun-like stars with known planets: 
HD1461 (2+2?), HD10700 (5?), HD13931 (1), HD38858 (1), HD45184 (1), 
HD69830 (3),HAT-P-43 (1), HD75732 (5), HD89307 (1), HD95128 (3), 
HD134987 (2), HD150433 (1), HD154088 (1), HD164595 (1), CoRoT-9 (1), 
Kepler-69 (2), Kepler-452 (1);

2) Sun-like stars close to the ecliptic plane
HD50692, HD99491, HD154088, HD172051;

3) Stars-recipients of the first radio messages from the Earth: 
HD50692, HD75732, HD95128, HD186408, HD197076;

4) Globular star clusters NGC 6553 и PAL 10 with
high metallicity (–0.18 and –0.10 respectively).

Distance less than or equal 100 ly   30 pc is preferable
- communication is possible with current technologies



  

Properties of stars and planets – objects of RATAN-600 observations



  



  



  

Results of observations on the 
RATAN-600 radiotelescope 

in 2015 and 2016



  

Objects and statistics of observations in 2015-2016



  



  

Expected shape of the signal

65 overlapped records on wavelength 2.7 cm of the reference source 0521+16 
(quasar 3C138 with coordinates RA: 05:21:9.89, Dec: 16:38:22.10 (J2000))

0 sec 10 sec



  

May 15, 2015, 18:01:15.65 (siderial time), 2.7 cm. 
Strong signal approximately from the direction near HD 164595

real radio signal
expected shape of a signal 
     from a point-like source
position of HD 154595

re
la

tiv
e 

un
its

 Was not confirmed.  
 Noncoincidence 97.8 arcsec. 
 A bit more narrow than expected signal from a point-like source.
Looks like a signal from (unknown) geodesic satellite (???).

Expected position
of the signal



  

Accumulation: summary and difference signals

Two groups of records Sum
1
  Sum

2

Sum (red) and Dif (blue) signals for HD 150433 (1641-02) candidate.



  

Known radiosources in the records of candidates.
No signal from the direction of the candidate.

Accumulation of the signal for the HD 150433 candidate 
separately for 2015 and 2016 years and separately for 
two wavelengths 2.7 cm and 6.3 cm



  

Known radiosources in the records of candidates.
No signal from the direction of the candidate.

Accumulation of the signal for the HD 150433 candidate 
with all the statistics in 2015 and 2016; 
separately for two wavelengths 2.7 cm and 6.3 cm.



  

List of SETI-candidates and estimations of flux density (mJy)
2.7 cm and 6.3 cm



  



  

Correlation of signals 2.7-6.3 cm

The average value of the correlation coefficient is 0.06 ± 0.12, 
and it does not depend on the shifts of the arrays. 
Correlation analysis show no signs of real signals 
from the SETI candidates of the limited list.



  

Conclusions

 In the SETI-sessions on the RATAN-600 radio
   telescope in 2015 and 2016, signs of artificial 
   origin signals were not found. 

 However, data analysis showed that observations on 
   a large radio telescope, which is RATAN-600, allow 
   to accumulate a signal from SETI objects with high 
   sensitivity - up to a few mJy, and to monitor their 
   radiation with a flux stability of several percent of 
   the received signal level. Work on the SETI program 
   on the RATAN-600 telescope continues.

 New equipment and new methods are 
   under development



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  

 (Очень) Короткие импульсы

 Необычные спектральные особенности

 Слабые повторяющиеся сигналы
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